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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND:

The relevance of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm treatment has emerged in the Literature just in the last four years, with more and more articles treating this complex subject; till now, few scientific evidences grew up. The Essex Lopresti lesion represents the worse pattern of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm, because of the three constraints disruption, so it can be defined as the most challenging forearm lesion for the surgeon. All the Authors agree to consider acute treatment as absolutely necessary to avoid all the problems deriving from the chronic pictures, pointing out the need for an early correct diagnosis of these diseases. Several surgical techniques are now described for the treatment of these triarticular lesions, but it’s impossible to find a consensus on the most valid one, because of the exiguity of the treated patients numbers; different devices have been described as useful in the IOM reconstruction, but a true superiority can’t be found.

METHODS:

I analyzed the database of the Orthopedic Unit of Faenza Hospital, evaluating the cases of Unstable Fractures of the Forearm: in the period between 2010 and 2016, ten patients have been treated, all male, with a mean age of 37 years; all the injuries had been caused by high energy trauma. Eight cases were chronic Essex-Lopresti injuries, two cases were acute. All these patients underwent an Interosseous Membrane Reconstruction (IOM), with different devices (frozen allograft, LARS, Ethibond braid and Ultratape).

RESULTS:

At a mean follow up of 22 months, the mean ROM for the acute cases was 5-140 degrees in flexion-extension, 68-0-66° degrees in pronation and supination, with no wrist functional limitations; the mean ROM in the chronic cases was 24-127 degrees in extension and flexion, 54-0-47 degrees in pronation and supination, 58 degrees in wrist extension and 63 degrees in wrist flexion, without impairment in the wrist movement in the ulnaris and radialis direction. At the same mean follow up, the mean Mayo Clinic Elbow Performance Score were 89/100 points for the chronic cases, result that can be defined as good, and 97,5/100 points for two acute cases (MEPS result 100 and 95 respectively), confirming the improvement of the functional results in the acutely treated patients. No wrist pain persistence was referred, but we pointed out three quick radial neck resorptions, that are not infrequent in the radial head prosthesis (metal monopolar and bipolar implants) with the new press-fit desing, as widely stated by the recent Literature.

CONCLUSIONS:

The IOM plasty is a well planned technique and many Authors agree on its use both in acute and chronic conditions, but the results, in the Literature, are still exiguous and not homogeneous. Furthermore the progression of partial IOM tears is still unknown, like the existence of forearm microintability that creates condral erosion of the capitellum and stem loosening in the radial head prostheses. Our encouraging data induce us to continue on the undertaken road, with the aim of validating the current surgical technique and, if possible, of improving it increasingly.
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CHAPTER 1:

Introduction

The first paper in the Literature, discussing the forearm instability after radial head excision, was written by Curr and Coe in 1946 [1], even if other Authors had previously described this condition [2]. In 1951 Peter Essex Lopresti described the proximal migration of the radius following the surgical excision of a comminuted Radial Head fracture, produced by a traumatic axial load from the wrist to the elbow with disruption of the Distal Radio-Ulnar Joint (DRUJ) and with rupture of the Interosseous Membrane. Thanks to this detailed description this injury gained the eponym of Essex Lopresti Syndrome [3]. Nowadays the Essex Lopresti Syndrome, like other traumatic patterns, can be classified into the group of Unstable Fractures of the Forearm, which are characterized by the intra-extrarticular fracture of one or both the forearm bones, associated with the instability of almost two of the three forearm constraints: the Proximal Radio-Ulnar Joint (PRUJ), the Distal Radio-Ulnar Joints (DRUJ) and the Interosseous Membrane (IOM); these anatomical and functional structures create the Forearm Unit. In the following discussion we’ll review the anatomy and the biomechanics of the forearm functional unit, the classifications of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm, the Essex Lopresti clinical-radiological assessment and its surgical treatments.

1.1 The Forearm Unit: Anatomy and Biomechanics

The forearm can be considered as a single articulating joint, where the interdependence of the different anatomical structures allows forearm rotation and elbow and wrist motion [4, 5]. These functions, especially the pronation and the supination, explain the complex integrated relationships between bones and soft tissues along the entire forearm length.

A complete knowledge of the biomechanics is essential for the correct management of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm. Analyzing the elbow-forearm kinematic, we have to carefully consider the role of stabilizers both for flexion-extension and pronation-supination. The Lateral Ulnar Collateral Ligament (LUCL) and the Medial Collateral Ligament (MCL) stabilize the elbow in flexion-extension; the Anular Ligament, the Squared Ligament (also called Denucè Ligament), the IOM and the Triangular Ligament control the forearm pronation and supination. Annular and Denucè Squared ligaments are the stabilizers of Proximal Radio-Ulnaris Joint (PRUJ). Interosseous Membrane (IOM) is an extrarticular complex stabilizer of the forearm unit midportion. The anatomical studies find an agreement describing the IOM as composed by five ligamentous components: Proximal Oblique Weitbrecht Cord, Dorsal Oblique Accessory Cord, Central Band, Accessory Band, Distal Oblique Bundle. The two proximal ligaments (Proximal Oblique Cord and Dorsal Oblique Accessory Cord) contrast the Radial Head anterior dislocation [6] and change substatbially in length, if compared with the distal three ligaments (Central Band, Accessory Band and Distal Oblique Bundle) [7], that are isometric, because the ulnar attachments are located almost on the axis of the forearm rotation. The Central Band (CB) is the most important IOM portion: it is approximatively 17 mm x 10.6 cm and its mechanical resistance (13.1 +/- 3.0 N/mm) is stronger than all the other part of the IOM; CB has a tenisle modulus of 608.1 +/- 160.2 mPa, its elongation at breaking point is 9.0 +/- 2.0% [8] and it has an istological composition made of Collagene for the 84% (an intermediate structure between membrane and ligament). CB arises from the inner ridge of radial diaphysis (about 7.7 cm from RH) and steers to the junction between the middle and the distal third of the ulna (13.2 cm from the olecranon tip) [9], with an oblique angle of 20-25° compared to the ulnar axis. The Distal Oblique Bundle (DOB) can be found in the 40% of human subjects, it arises from the inner part of distal ulnar diaphysis and it runs, with an opposite obliquity than CB, to the ulnar side of radial metaphysis. The DOB
gives a contribution in the stabilization of the distal radioulnar joint [7] and it contrasts the longitudinal migration of the ulna. Triangular Fibrocartilage (TFCC) is an intrarticular suspensor ligament of the Distal Radio-Ulnar Joint (DRUJ). The biomechanical role of IOM and TFCC is to maintain the axial forearm stability: after an experimental RH excision, the forearm stability is provided by the IOM for the 71% and by the TFCC for the 8%; from these considerations, it’s easy to understand how a significant proximal migration of the radius occurs if radial head and both IOM and TFCC are disrupted.

The Forearm Ligaments have an function: to stabilize the two bones in the transverse and in the longitudinal plane, by transferring loads from the radius to the ulna. Radius and ulna are roughly parallel and connected, at each end, by a well-constrained joint, and, in the midportion, by the IOM. The system is relatively tight and is difficult to injure one of these structures without affecting another part of the system.

Ulnar anatomy is relatively simple, contrary to the radius, that has a more complex structure: Sage pointed out the angles and curves complexity of the radial bone [10]. The Radius has four small but significant curves: two on the frontal plane (about 13° proximally and 6° in the middle shaft) and two in the sagittal plane (about 13° proximally and 9° in the middle shaft). These curves give it the typical “bow shape”, that represent the biomechanical condition to cross over the Ulna in pronation, maintaining, at the same time, a relative tension of the IOM in all the positions. Schemitsch and Richards [11] confirmed the importance of the radial bow restoration to warrant a correct forearm function after a fracture. If the radial curves are not anatomically reconstructed, the forearm looses the possibility to achieve the full pronation and a good grip strength. The normal range of motion has been described as 71°-75° of pronation and 82°-84° of supination, with the ulna essentially fixed by its proximal anatomy (ulno-humeral joint) and the radius capable of a large movement at the DRUJ, drawing in the space a simple cone, with its axis running roughly from the center of the radial head to the center of the distal part of the ulna. Two conditions must be fulfilled to allow a correct movement in pronation and supination: an equal longitudinal length of radius and ulna, with normal location and amount of the radial bow, and a stable relationship between the radius and ulna at the proximal, middle and distal radio-ulnar joints.

1.2 Classification of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm

In 2007 Marc Soubeyrand [12] described the “Three Forearm Constraints” concept: The Forearm Unit must be interpreted like an association of three constraints, PRUJ, IOM and DRUJ, each one fundamental for the stability and, consequently, for the movement of the forearm itself. The lesion of one constraint (distal radius fracture, simple RH fracture, sinostosis ) causes a decrease in pronation and supination, without instability (Soubeyrand’s Stage 1). The loss of two constraints creates a partial transverse instability (Cris-Cross injury, Galeazzi lesion, Monteggia lesion, Soubeyrand’s Stage 2). The lesion of all the three forearm constraints brings to a longitudinal and transverse forearm instability (Essex-Lopresti Lesion, Soubeyrand’s Stage 3). The latter two patterns (Cris-Cross, Galeazzi, Monteggia and Essex Lopresti Lesions) define the “Unstable Fractures of the Forearm”.

If we consider the onset timing, an Essex Lopresti Lesion can be acute or chronic: an immediate proximal translation larger than 5 mm. associated with a multi-fragmented Radial Head fracture is significative for an acute complete irreparable IOM laceration. A progressive radial migration after a proximal resection (more than 4 weeks from the trauma) or a painful RH prostheses with DRUJ instability/discomfort and grip weakness is significative for a chronic Essex Lopresti injury, where we can suppose a partial IOM tear at the beginning, that became a complete tear after the repetitive tractions of the Biceps Brachii [13-15]. The last pattern has been named “Missed Essex Lopresti” by Jungbluth [16]: this definition started a discussion in
the Literature around the early loosening and the painful RH prostheses, as a clinical expression of a missed diagnosis of forearm instability. In 2006 Pfaeffle [17] described the Ligamentoplasty (IOM reconstruction) as a way to decrease the loads applied by a radial head prostheses to the capitellum. Recently Duckworth [18] presented a case series with a 28% of RH prostheses loosening in a six year follow up, that he hypotized could be caused by a forearm microinstability. Some Authors (Soubeyrand, Pfaeffle, Jungbluth, Osterman [12, 16, 17, 19]) recommend a Ligamentoplasty in acute and chronic longitudinal instability of the forearm. The IOM reconstruction both in acute and chronic Essex Lopresti lesions can correct macro deformities and instability (ulnar plus at DRUJ, radial migration at PRUJ) or micro deformities and progressive instabilities (painfull RH reconstruction or substitution by capitellum cartilage erosion, wrist discomfort).

1.3 The Elbow Instability

1.3.1 Simple Instability of the Elbow

The elbow is the second joint of the human body in order of dislocation frequency in adults, but, in the childhood, is the most dislocating joint; the elbow stability is warranted by a complex equilibrium, that a lot of injury patterns can break. The anatomical structures providing elbow stability are:

- **Lateral Stabilizers:**
  - Lateral Ulnar Collateral Ligament (main)
  - Radial Head (secondary)
  - Epicondylar tendons and muscles (secondary)

- **Anterior Stabilizers:**
  - Coronoid and anterior capsule

- **Medial Stabilizers:**
  - Medial Collateral Ligament (main)
  - Epitrochlear tendons and muscles (secondary)

- **Posterior Stabilizers:**
  - Olecranon and posterior capsule

The elbow instability is created by the lesion of one or more of these structures: as the numbers of structures involved increases, the lesion pattern becomes more severe, with true elbow dislocations, that can represent an orthopedic emergency, in case of nerves or vessels impairment.

BIOMECHANICS OF THE LESIONS

Nowadays it’s widely accepted that the fundamental model of elbow instability is triggered by a posterolateral rotational mechanism: the elbow, in fact, during a fall on the extended (or partially flexed) arm with the forearm in supination (that represent the most frequent fallen mechanism in these traumas), from the moment the hand arrives on the ground, undergoes an increasing compressive axial load with the body approaching to the ground; on this fulcrum, the body tends to undergo an internal rotation, which, at the upper limb, translates into an external rotation of the forearm, that remains in the supine position (holding the hand with the palm facing to the ground). Since the mechanical axis on which the elbow is working during this fall is positioned laterally, with respect to the articulation itself, the sum of the forces determines, at the elbow joint, a stress in valgus and in supination, which, added with axial load, is able to determine a subluxation or a true dislocation, with a posterolateral rotatory mechanism.
The first Authors to suggest this biomechanical mechanism were Osborne and Cotterill [20], which demonstrated the constant presence of the lesion of the Lateral Collateral Ligament and of the lateral elbow capsule in patients with recurrent elbow dislocation, and, at the same time, described good clinical results with the surgical repair of the lateral elbow structures, based on the biomechanical pattern of posterolateral rotatory instability, which was later better defined and brought to the fore by the clinical and the biomechanical studies conducted by the group of Mayo Clinic and in particular by O'Driscoll [21]. This type of mechanism exposes the joint structures to compressive and "cutting" forces that can create not only chondral lesions, but also fractures of intrinsic bone stabilizers, determining the pattern of complex elbow instability, which we will widely describe in the next paragraph.

**BIOMECHANICS OF ELBOW INSTABILITY**

Elbow instability biomechanics was precisely outlined in 1992 by O'Driscoll and Morrey, who proposed a circular pattern of progressive elbow stabilizers destruction, divided into three stages, which increase with the trauma severity [22]: once defined the posterolateral rotatory instability (PLRI), every valgus stress with supination and axial load causes to the elbow several lesions that originate in its lateral part, which is the one with the maximum stress; in stage 1 the lesion of the Lateral Ulnar Collateral Ligament (LUCL) occurs, which determines an elbow subluxation. As the trauma's energy increases, the soft tissue lesion mechanism progresses circularly: in stage 2, the breakdown of the remaining portions of the LUCL is associated with the rupture of both anterior and posterior joint capsule, creating an incomplete posterolateral elbow dislocation, that often conventional radiograms are not able to diagnose, as the coronoid remains perched on the trochlea. If the trauma energy increases, the disruption continues on the medial elbow compartment (stage 3): the posterior part of the Medial Collateral Ligament is torn, allowing the elbow to reach a lateral dislocation, by the posterolateral rotatory mechanism: the joint is completely dislocated, rotating around the anterior band of the Medial Collateral Ligament, which remains the last intact structure (stage 3A); in stage 3B also this structure is injured and the instability mechanism is complete: nothing can oppose the elbow dislocation, which can be directed posteriorly (more frequently) or anteriorly and the reduction can not be maintained.

In summary, dislocation is the ultimate event of a pathological instability mechanism of three degrees, which originates in the lateral side of the elbow, that is subjected to the greater stress during overweight in valgus, supine and axial load, and which extends to the remaining elbow joint components; the physiology of each stage correlates with the anatomical lesion framework and with the level of the related instability. Simple elbow instability can be associated with cartilage damage, vascular injury and Volkmann's syndrome or compartmental forearm syndrome, due to the extensive ischemic damage of the soft tissues. The late complications concern the ROM decrease and the formation of peri-articular ossification.

**ELBOW DISLOCATION CLINICAL EXAMINATION**

In the case of a patient with posterior elbow dislocation, this should be reduced in supination, to minimize the trauma on the coronoid and on the medial elbow aspect, where there may still be some not-injured soft tissues; the Mayo Clinic indications suggest to reduce the elbow under general anesthesia or at least in narcosis [21], as the need to mimic the injury mechanism and the tractions required expose the patient to an impressive painful experience; the reduction manoeuvre is a forced supination in extension, applying a force in valgus and traction on the elbow to release the coronoid; at this point, the true reduction is made in flexion and varus, while maintaining traction. Once the elbow is reduced to an anatomical position, after X-ray confirmation, it is necessary to test the degree of the residual instability, through manoeuvres that evaluate the stability in varus, in valgus and in the posterolateral mechanism. A forced pronation position
is capable of minimizing instability degree 1, 2 and 3, as it uses the intact remaining fibers of Medial Collateral Ligament as a boulder; the stability in varus and valgus is firstly tested in full extension, then in incremental flexion degrees (greater than 30° in order to release the olecranon from the olecranic pit, avoiding its stabilizing effect). The posterolateral rotatory instability is tested by performing the pivot shift lateral elbow test: a supine patient with an elevated arm is evaluated bringing the elbow to a stress in valgus and supination with increasing flexion rates; in the patients able to relax or in the ones under general anesthesia, once the flexion proceeds, a palpable and audible noise appears, determined by the joint reduction. If the articulation is stable or moderately stable in flexion, a conservative treatment protocol can be undertaken, but if the joint rests unstable, even at high flexion rates, the surgical treatment with open reduction and capsular and ligament reconstruction is needed [21].

1.3.2 Complex Instability of the Elbow

The complex elbow instability is defined by Morrey, the first author to have systematized its biomechanics, as a condition that causes elbow instability due to the presence of lesions in the articular bone structures and in the capsular and ligamentous components of the elbow [23, 24].

BONY ELBOW STABILIZERS

The contribution that the two collateral ligaments can provide to an intact elbow, against the varus and valgus stress, is about 50% along the ROM [25]; The only exception is the elbow in full extension: in this case the ligament contribution is absent and the stability is determined just by the bony structures of the ulno-humeral joint (olecranon and coronoid) and by the anterior capsule. Since the contribution to the elbow stability given by soft tissues (ligaments, joint capsule) in the rotatory mechanisms has been discussed in the previous paragraph, in this one we will focus just on the elbow bone stabilizers, whose value is now well consolidated in the Literature [26].

RADIAL HEAD

As already stated above, the radial head has a role of secondary elbow stabilizer: a functional Medial Collateral Ligament, in fact, is the main opponent of a deforming force in valgus and it is widely demonstrated that, in the case of a resected radial head with an intact MCL, the elbow does not show instability [26]; after a MCL lesion, the stability against the deformations in valgus is warranted by the humeral-radial joint. In addition, the intimate correlation between the radial head and the ulnar portion of the Lateral Collateral Ligament makes the radial head a fundamental stability factor against the posterolateral rotatory instability mechanisms [27]. The radial head, even if biomechanically is a secondary elbow stabilizer, has a central role against both valgus stress and posterolateral rotatory instability (PLRI), so the anatomical osteosynthesis or the prosthetic replacement are fundamental to restore the joint stability.

OLECRANON

Olecranon is crucial in supporting the loads across the forearm, in particular in the axial direction, as demonstrated by experimental studies which have shown that the removal of more than 50% of the olecranon structure creates an irreversible elbow dislocation [28].
CORONOID

Experimental and clinical studies have shown that it is necessary to have at least 50% of the coronoid integrity with the radial head conserved, in order to maintain elbow joint stability and function: a coronoid injury with fractured or removed radial head makes the articulation severely unstable [23].
CHAPTER 2:

The clinical-radiological assessment of the Essex Lopresti syndrome

An appropriate treatment of the Essex Lopresti lesion requires a complete knowledge of the forearm stability biomechanics and a clinical comprehension of this complex pattern, with the aim to obtain an early diagnosis, both in acute and in chronic lesions. When the patient presents a RH comminuted fracture, the clinician must consider the possibility to face an Essex-Lopresti lesion.

2.1 Clinical Assessment

An IOM disruption is easily missed in the patients with Essex Lopresti lesion, firstly because the clinician can’t rely on the usual imaging techniques: the clinical history and the physical examination of the patients are essential to diagnose an Essex Lopresti lesion. The trauma mechanism is usually a violent axial load on the forearm; the typical patient is a male, hard worker or athlete, with a story of an high-energy fall down. The commonest symptoms in a primary or secondary forearm instability are: pain in the posterior aspect of the wrist (increased with forearm supination) and in the elbow, when the proximal part of the radius abut against the capitellum; loss of range of motion, mainly in forearm supination and in wrist extension; evidence of posterior prominence of the distal ulna at the wrist (fixed subluxation); hand grip and pronation weakness, with forearm discomfort if manipulated by the clinician; apprehension at the elbow valgus manoeuvres, because of painful instability.

The clinical evaluation starts from the elbow stability: an Essex Lopresti lesion usually shows a Lateral Ulnar Collateral Ligament tear, sometimes associated with a Medial Collateral Ligament lesion. Drawer, Pivot Shift, Valgus and Varus-Pronation Tests (also fluoroscopy assisted) are the usual manoeuvres to perform. Once evaluated the elbow, the clinician must analyze the forearm: in the acute lesions, the IOM palpation is difficult because of the pain, picture already suspect for the diagnosis; in the chronic pattern, we suggest to perform the “C-Fingers” comparative test: the arm lies on a table with the elbow flexed at 90 degrees and the forearm vertical to the floor plane; the clinician uses the thumb, in opposition to the other fingers (like a “C” letter), to squeeze the forearm space and push alternatively the dorsal and the volar side, evaluating the muscular-IOM resistance in pronation and in supination; the test must be comparative with the health side and could be invalidated by a strong muscular hypertrophy and by a significant edema. We usually check a clinical tenderness at the middle third (Central Band) and at the more distal part (Dorsal Oblique Band) of the forearm: any resistance loss of one or more forearm parts is suspect for a partial or complete IOM tear. The last clinical test to perform it’s the DRUJ stability evaluation; the forearm rotation decreases because of the anatomical dislocation of the ulna, that loses its normal position in the sigmoid notch of the radius and becomes subluxed dorsally and distally; in addition, the wrist extension is blocked, because the distal ulna impinges upon the dorsal carpus. The physician tests the DRUJ with the dorsal-volar comparative translation of the ulna in neutral position, in supination and in pronation.

2.2 Imaging

We must consider that a two millimeters translation of the radius in the proximal direction usually occurs after a radial head excision, without clinical symptoms. Otherwise, a radius translation bigger than 10 mm creates considerable functional impairment.
- X-ray: a postero-anterior and lateral view of elbow and wrist are mandatory, as well as grip view of both wrists. The Grip view can be helpful in detecting dynamic radial shortening, that represents a change in ulnar variance with the active function of the forearm. To obtain a correct grip view series, it's necessary to put the wrists in pronation and the x-ray beam directed with an angle of 15 degrees centred on the DRUJ. Another X-ray of the wrists should be taken in the same pronated position, while the patient grip a dynamometer at 20 kg., if the pain allows it.

- dynamic fluoroscopic evaluation, which demonstrate the possibility of correcting forearm longitudinal instability, applying an axial traction.

- Ultrasound comparative and dynamic study: this method is quicker and less expensive than MRI and allows a dynamic evaluation of the interosseous membrane.

- MRI depicts the static anatomical status of the IOM and its tears, but the result of this exam can be invalidated by artifacts, due to the trauma effects or to previous forearm surgical procedures.

2.3 The Longitudinal-Transversal Instability Manoeuvres

- Axial stress test [29]: it consists of a manual traction under anesthesia, applied through the hand and the wrist; with the forearm in the supine position, the shoulder is abducted at 90° and internally rotated, the elbow is bended to 90° and the forearm is held in neutral rotation. A longitudinal traction is applied and an X-ray study is performed to the wrist and the elbow with a lateral comparative view, before and after traction: a distal radial migration of 5 mm should be considered a sign of instability.

- The “Muscular Hernia Sign” [30]: during a dorsal forearm ultrasound examination under anesthesia, an antero-posterior pression is applied by the physician on the anterior side of the forearm: if the interosseous ligament is torn, the volar muscles pass through the disrupted IOM, creating the typical images of a muscular hernia. The test must study the Central Band and Dorsal Oblique Band.

- Radius Pull Test [31]: this test has been planned using cadaver models, after the experimental excision of the RH and the following disruption of IOM and TFCC. In the clinical practice, this test is performed during the surgical treatment: a positive Pull Test provides a proximal radial migration >= 3 mm; the migration of 6 mm or more is observed in gross instability of the forearm with injuries of the IOM and of the Triangular fibro-cartilage complex (TFCC).

- Intraoperative Radius Joystick Test [32]: It’s a manoeuvre to test the longitudinal and the tranversal stability of the forearm during surgery; the procedure is similar to the Smith’s one. The forearm is placed in maximal pronation and the arm is held firmly to immobilize the humerus. A clamp is placed on the radial neck and pulled laterally, using moderate force. The test is positive if the proximal radius moves laterally. The test is negative if the radius remains stable (positive predicting value 90%, negative pr. value 100%).

The clinical instability manoeuvres are the fundamental step in the diagnosis of an Essex Lopresti injury: this is our assessment protocol: Preoperative time: 1) Elbow stability, IOM “C-Fingers” Test; 2) fluoroscopic and ultrasound dynamic forearm evaluation (Axial stress test; Muscular Hernia Sign); 3) comparative dynamic DRUJ stress test. Intraoperative time: 4) Radius Pull Test; 5) Radius Joystick Test.
These manoeuvres are highly sensitive for the acute lesions, but they provide useful informations also in chronic patterns, bringing useful informations on the possibility to correct the forearm longitudinal and transversal instability with RH replacement, ulnar shortening osteotomies and IOM-DRUJ plasties.
CHAPTER 3:
Surgical options in the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm

Early diagnosis is mandatory because the treatment of the nstable fractures of the forearm in the early phases shows better outcomes than in the late ones. The aim of surgical treatment is to restore the triarticular forearm relationship by:

- restoring bones length
- reconstructing of the IOM Central Band
- stabilizing DRUJ and PRUJ

Proximal radial migration is approximatly 5 mm in acute and 10 mm in chronic Essex Lopresti injuries. Bone length equalization can be obtained in acute through the radial head reconstruction or substitution, checking the DRUJ reduction. In the chronic patterns we suggest always to perform an ulnar shortening and to insert a radial head prostheses if the capitellar cartilage is healthy and when the longitudinal forearm instability has been corrected.

Multiple techniques have been described for the Central Band reconstruction: Marcotte and Osterman in 2007 defined an algorithm for the management of acute and chronic instabilities [19]; they performed an IOM reconstruction both in acute and in chronic lesions, also in presence of a radial head prosthesis. These Authors used originally a Bone-Patellar Tendon-Bone autograft for Central Band plasty in the chronic cases; this procedure is currently being performed using bone-ligament-bone allograft, eliminating, in this way, the donor-site morbidity. Several tendon grafts and sintetic devices have been described for the treatment of forearm instability. Skahen et al used Palmaris Longus or half of the Flexor Carpi Radialis tendon, but these grafts donot provide adeguate strenght for the Central Band reconstruction [33]. Achilles tendon allograft restores approximately 50% of the transferring forces of the native IOM, as demonstrated by Tomaino et al [34]. Sellman et al [35] and Sabo et al [36] described the use of nylon rope to perform a flexible Central Band reconstruction and found that this construct could restore the stiffness, but only when the radiocapitellar articulation had been restored. Finally, Kuzma et al [37] described the clinical use of the Pronator Teres to reconstruct the Central Band.

Our surgical practice in Faenza Orthopedic Unit, after some cases of Tibialis Posterior graft at the beginning of our experience, actually does not provide for allografts, because of the host reaction risk and of the absence of tendon synovialization, contrary to what happens in the intrarticular ligamentous reconstructions. Furthermore, the tendons require a precise measure length and larger tunnels, that can weaken the ulna, so we actually use a number 2 Ethibond nonabsorbable braid, passing 1.5 mm radio-ulnar tunnels; we can affirm, taking into consideration our and Literature data, that other devices are effective too, even if often more expensive. The fixation may be done with miniplates or titanium interefence screws.

The biomechanical features of IOM plasty techniques are: the longitudinal forearm stabilization performed by the plasty (several surgical procedures allow the transverse stabilization), the isometric behaviour of the graft during the pronation and the supination, the precision in the length and in the straight resistance of the graft, the safety of the surgical procedure from neurovascular injuries and the reproducibility of the technique. DRUJ plasty is needed when the comparative dorsal-volar subluxation is evident. In chronic lesions, an arthroscopic debridement allows a better equalization between radius and ulna; several sophisticated open or scopic techniques are available for DRUJ treatment but we have to consider that, in a
so challenging surgery (RH reconstruction/substitution, IOM plasty, ulnar shortening osteotomy, DRUJ plasty) an easier procedure have to be preferred, to avoid an increase in the surgical times and in the tissues exposition. In the cases of major DRUJ instability, during the Essex Lopresti repair surgery, we suggest a transient pinning, to control the exact forearm length.

Dealing with the PRUJ plasty, the Literature and our case series didn’t show an absolute indication to a proximal forearm stabilization in the Essex Lopresti lesions. We used a radial loop plasty, usually with an autologus Triceps fascia, in some very unstable transverse forearm instability with ulnar or radial malunion. We agree in a precise clinical discrimination between Acute and Chronic lesions and recomend an accurate preoperative evaluation.

3.1 Acute Essex-Lopresti Syndrome (< 4 weeks).

The surgical plan, in these cases, is based on:

- Radial Head reconstruction or replacement: if the radial head fragmentation does not allow a stable synthesis, the prosthesis is the best choice: it must be placed in line with the ulnar sigmoid notch. The Kocker approach is our preferred. Unsatisfactory results of the radial head prosthesis can result from residual forearm longitudinal microinstability, with pain and risk of stem loosening. A radiological transparency around the stem is a not rare event: we noted a stable and widely movable elbow with a progressive radial neck bone reabsorption, without cases of prosthetic loosening. To contrast similar events, some Companies are introducing macroporous straight stems, that should improve intrinsic stability of the implants; the loose-fit stems remain an useful device, avoiding from the start this kind of problems.

- Elbow Ligaments reconstruction: after a correct performance of the clinicals test for elbow stability, under fluoroscopy, is frequent to find a lesion of the Lateral Ulnar Collateral Ligament and/or of the Medial Collateral Ligament: we suggest to suture both the ligaments, mainly when a RH prosthesis has to be implanted. A residual elbow instability, after a substitution, can be the cause of capitellar chondral lesions.

- IOM plasty: Marcotte and Osterman [19] didn’t use their technique in the acute Essex Lopresti injuries. We prefer to apply a treatment similar to Soubeyrand’s procedure: in correspondence of the maximum radial bow and in the opposite part of the inner ridge, under brilliance, a five centimetres incision is made. Crossing between flexor-extensor muscles, the Pronator Teres radial distal head is recognized; maintaining an intermediate forearm rotation, a 1.5 millimeters drill is adressed, with a 20 degrees axis, compared to the longitudinal forearm axis. The chosen device for the IOM plasty crosses dorsally the forearm bones, under the extensors compartment. We suggest to use a ligament passer, like in the knee surgery. Under X-ray control, the device is stretched, forearm movement and RH pistoning are checked and the system is finally fixed. As previously described, we use a number 2 Ethibond braided, so we fix the neo-ligament with a two-holes stainless-steel plate (hand surgery plate) with three wires tied by itself; in case of necessity, is possible to untie the knot and to retension it.

– DRUJ Plasty: if DOB Ligament is intact, surgical procedure is not mandatory. In DRUJ instability a double parallel pinning (wrist in full supination) is recommended; we suggest the pins removal after 3-4 weeks, to avoid wrist stiffness.

3.2 Notes on the Radial Head prosthesis

The Literature expresses a wide consent for the use of the radial head prosthesis in cases of non-repairable fractures, which require the removal of the radial head; this is especially true when other bone lesions
(coronoid and olecranon fractures) or ligamentous lesions are associated with the fracture of the radial head within the so-called "complex elbow instability" [21, 23, 27, 38, 39].

The radial head replacement is necessary both in the Complex Elbow Instabilities and in the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm (for the latter pattern, most of all in the acute cases), because of the high risk of instability worsening with the simple radial head excision and in order to prevent the occurrence of severe forearm instability in the transverse and longitudinal planes. Over the years, a wide variety of implants have been proposed to replace the radial head [40]: the modern implants are mostly made of metal. Actually, more than ten radial head prosthesis models can be found on the market, which can be divided in three different types, depending on the design of the proximal portion: Unipolar (with cylindrical heads), Anatomical (having fixed heads with anatomic design) and Bipolar (with mobile cylindrical heads).

From the Literature data and from the common experience of the surgeons, it’s nowadays impossible to define the best implant on the market: Unipolar implants with loose-fit has their advantages (no radiotrasmepency or resorption around the stem, good motion thanks to the loose fit) and disadvantages (overstuffing difficult to prevent, stem length just short), and the same can be said for the Anatomical prosthesis (more respect for head’s anatomy, difficult implant technique, radiotrasmepency or resorption around the stem) and for the Bipolar (easier insertion, self-alignment of the radial head with the capitellum [41], radiotrasmepency or resorption around the stem, polyethylene wear).

3.3 Chronic Essex-Lopresti Syndrome (> 4 weeks).

The choice of the surgical option depends on: the reducibility from positive to neutral of the ulnar variance at the wrist (Longitudinal Instability), the time passed from the trauma and the the stability of the DRUJ (Transverse Instability).

The surgical plan is based on:

- Elbow ligamentous reconstruction: frequently the lateral compartment can be repaired, if the tissue maintains a good consistency, or reconstructed with graft, in case of poor quality of the residual tissue; usually epicondilar augmentation is performed. The Medial Collateral Legament, once torn, is difficult to repair, so it usually needs a reconstruction with graft.

- Radial Head Prosthesis: in case of previous Kaplan approach, a Posterior Radial Branch isolation with electrostimulation, to assess its validity, is suggested. The radial head implant, if needed, can be performed following the usual procedure. In the chronic patterns, the implant of a radial head prosthesis is not mandatory, even in the unstable elbows, because a well planned ulnar shortening, an IOM reconstruction and a DRUJ plasty can support the forearm tensions without a performing radial head.

- Ulnar Shortening Osteotomy (USO): in the treatment of the chronic Essex Lopresti Syndrome we suggest to always perform an ulnar shortening osteotomy, with the aim to decrease the compartments’ tension. The osteotomy length is calculated on the residual ulnar variance at the wrist, after a radial head prosthesis, if necessary, or on the complessive bones length discrepancy, after an Axial Stress Test. The procedure begins from the 3rd medium of the diaphysis: firstly, the ulnar tunnel for ligamentoplasty is prepared, then the calculated bone cylinder is resected and a compression osteosynthesis with plate and screws is performed.
- IOM Plasty: in the chronic cases ligamentoplasty is clearly recommended, following the technique previously described. For the correct planning, on the surgical field, of ulnar osteotomy and IOM plasty, we suggest a temporary DRUJ pinning.

- DRUJ Plasty: as already pointed out in the preceding paragraphs, several technique have been described, both open and arthroscopic. In Essex Lopresti treatment, we use the Fulkerson-Watson technique, a very simple and quick procedure, which use a tendon, autograft or homograft, passed in a loop figure around the ulnar neck [42]. We use one or two 2.4 mm. anchors at the ulnar surface of the radial metaphysis to fix the loop. Other techniques can be performed: Darrach, Souvee-Kapandji and Synostosis [43] are used operations, but they should be considered as salvage procedures.
CHAPTER 4:
Clinical experience in the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm

4.1 Definition of the study

Following the rules of Bologna University for the final project (thesis), this data analysis does not require any permission from Institutional Review Board, because of the didactic purposes of the thesis itself. This procedure has been applied taking into consideration that all the clinical data had been collected in an enabled healthcare facility (Azienda USL della Romagna).

“Tesi non notificata al Comitato Etico in quanto finalizzata all’acquisizione di competenze di natura metodologica per il raggiungimento di finalità didattiche”.

4.2 Clinical experience and results in Faenza Hospital Orthopedic Unit

I analyzed the database of Dr. Maurizio Fontana (Chief of the Orthopedic Unit of Faenza Hospital), evaluating the cases of Unstable Fractures of the Forearm: in the period between 2010 and 2016 ten patients have been treated, all male, with a mean age of 37 years; all the injuries had been caused by high energy trauma. Eight cases were chronic Essex-Lopresti injuries, two cases were acute.

The first three cases, at the beginning of the experience, were treated for an IOM reconstruction with an allograft of Posterior Tibial Tendon (frozen allograft from Rizzoli Institute Tissue bank, Bologna, Italy), but the high diameter of the radial and ulnar tunnels needed for these implants, with the consequent risk of bone lesions, drove us to look for a different plasty technique, with the aim to reduce the dimensions of the used device. Following this purpose, the remaining patients were treated with different devices: the forth patient had an IOM plasty with an artificial ligament (LARS, Ligament Augmentation and Reconstruction System, Arc sur Tille, France), the fifth one received an Ethibond braid (Ethicon US, Somerville, NJ, USA) and the last five were treated with a suture tape device (Ultratape, polyethylene UHMW, Smith & Nephew, London UK). The patient treated with the Ethibond braid suffered the acute rupture of the IOM plasty device and needed a revision surgery with Ultratape, with good results.

Six of the eight patients of the chronic group underwent an ulnar shortening osteotomy and one of this six received also a radial head prosthesis removal, because of the chronic capitellar impingement with a severe cartilage damage. At a mean follow up of 22 months, the mean ROM for the acute cases was 5-140 degrees in flexion-extension, 68-0-66° degrees in pronation and supination, with no wrist functional limitations; the mean ROM in the chronic cases was 24-127 degrees in extension and flexion, 54-0-47 degrees in pronation and supination, 58 degrees in wrist extension and 63 degrees in wrist flexion, without impairment in the wrist movement in the ulnaris and radialis direction. At the same mean follow up, the mean Mayo Clinic Elbow Performance Score were 89/100 points for the chronic cases (due to approximatively 18” less in supination, maybe deriving from imperfect ligament isometry and DRUJ plasty absent), result that can be defined as good, and 97,5/100 points for two acute cases (MEPS result 100 and 95 respectively), confirming what we stated in the previous chapters, about the improvement of the functional results in the acutely treated patients. No wrist pain persistance was referred, but we pointed out three quick radial neck resorptions, that are not infrequent in the radial head prosthesis (metal monopolar and bipolar implants) with the new press-fit desing, as widely stated by the recent Literature [44-45]. The MEPS is a clinical test universally used to asse the elbow function, but it is not excellent for the study of the forearm. We researched into the Literature for the existence of forearm specific clinical tests, without
results; several tests, that analyze the whole superior limb in its function, are well described, but none with a specific destination for the forearm. Based on these considerations, we proposed a new forearm score (Forearm Italian Performance Score, FIPS), that analyzes pain, joints motion, joints stability, grip strengh, radiological evidence and functional status. FIPS test is still under scientific validation from the Italian Society for Shoulder and Elbow Surgery (SICSeG) and from the Hand Surgery Italian Society (SICM), so we decided to avoid its use in this study, preferring to follow the already validated clinical tests.

4.3 Literature review

During our clinical experience of IOM reconstruction a continuous review of the Literature has been performed, with the goal of a continous maintenance of the highest scientific level in the treatment of our patients. We performed the last revision of the Literature the 20th of November 2017, using PubMed.gov, looking all the articles dealing with our subject. The research for “IOM AND reconstruction” found 29 articles: after the abstracts reading, just seven of them were inherent in the study or in the treatment of the Unstable Forearm Fractures (Essex Lopresti injuries). Two of those articles [46-47] were based on cadaveric model study, without analysis of in vivo treatment; one article [48] dealt with a revision of the biomechanic and clinical Literature, analysing the different devices to rebuilt the central band. The other four articles were clinical studies that analysed the treatment of chronic Essex Lopresti syndrome with different devices. Gaspar et al [49] in very recent work analysed ten cases of chronic Essex Lopresti lesions, dividing them into two groups, the first composed of five cases, treated with a single-bundle technique, versus other five cases (secon group), treated with a double-bundle IOM reconstruction; in all the cases the device used was a Mini-TightRope (Arthrex, Naples, Fl, USA). The results were defined as good for all the patients; the forarm rotation was significantly better in the single-bundle group, while the maintenance of ulnar variance was better in the double-bundle group, with the Authors’ preference for this latter technique. Meals et al [50] performed a review of the Literature for the different reconstruction techniques and purposed a case report of IOM plasty in a chronic Essex-Lopresti injury, using a suture-button device, reporting good results at a short term follow up. The group of Gaspar and Osterman, in a previous work [51], performed a retrospective review of ten patient with chronic Essex Lopresti syndrome, treated with ulnar shortening osteotomy (USO) and IOM reconstruction with Mini TightRope device (Arthrex, Naples, Fl, USA): at a mean follow up of 34.6 months significant improvements were obtained in elbow ROM, wrist flexion-extension, QuickDASH score and ulnar variance, but three cases failed, requiring further surgical treatments (one revision of ulnar shortening osteotomy for persistent impingement, one revision with ulnar osteotomy device removal for the lost in forearm supination and one fixation of a radial shaft fracture after a fall). The last article of this review was written by Grassmann et al [52]: they analysed twelve patients affected by Essex Lopresti injury, confirmed by MRI, treated by DRUI reduction and stabilization with temporary K-wires and, in addition, radial head replacement in eight cases and radial head reconstruction in two; at a mean follow up of 59 months the clinical results were defined as good, based on Mayo Modified Wrist Score, Mayo Elbow Performance Score and DASH score.

In the same date (20th of November 2017) we performed a further PubMed.gov research, using as Keywords: “Essex Lopresti AND treatment”, obtaining 136 articles; 71 articles treated calcaneal diseases (were the eponym of Essex-Lopresti is widely used for the contribution of this Author in the definition of the foot pathologies). The remaining 65 articles, were evaluated by the abstracts reading: taking into consideration the aim of our study (IOM reconstruction techniques and their results), we decide to exclude: articles written in languages other than English, case reports, review articles without a clear analysis of the Essex Lopresti syndrome treatment, anatomical descriptive articles, articles dealing with imaging techniques, historical articles and the purely descriptive clinical articles. At the end of this selection, just 15
articles were chosen for the relevance of the subject, in accordance with our matter. Five of this 15 articles had been yet cited and discussed in our previous chapters and paragraphs [19, 47, 48, 51, 52] so we analysed the remaining ten, briefly discussing also the results of the work from Marcotte and Osterman [19], which had not been pointed out in the previous pages; these Authors [19] published their results of sixteen patients, all affected by chronic Essex Lopresti lesions, at a mean F.U. of 78 months; no patients needed secondary surgery, grip strength improved from 59% to 86% of the unaffected limb, no sign of worsening was reported in terms of pain or function than before the surgery, but 15 of the 16 patients had improved wrist pain. Schnetzke et al [53] recently performed a retrospective review of thirty-one patients with Essex-Lopresti injury, analysing the differences in the early diagnosed and acutely treated patient (sixteen, treated with DRUJ pinning stabilization in supination for six weeks) and the chronic diagnosed, underlining the better results of the acute group, with not significative differences in elbow and wrist ROM in the two groups. Bigazzi et al [54] recently described their IOM reconstruction technique with a fascia lata allograft, expressing promising early results with an easy and reproducible surgical technique, that avoid donor site disease. Matson and Ruch [55] proposed their surgical technique, based on radial head prosthesis, IOM reconstruction with a Proantor teres autograft, USO and TFCC repair, but they don’t refer any clinical data. Miller et al [56] described the short results of their IOM reconstruction technique with a biceps button and a tenodesis screw, aiming to biologically reconstruct and anatomically tension the central band of the interosseous membrane. Venouziou et al [57] purposed a combination of radial head replacement and Ulnar Shortening Osteotomy in seven patient, affected by chronix Essex-Lopresti lesion; at a mean follow up of 33 months, they pointed out good clinical results at the scores used (MEPS and MWS), with elbow and wrist ROM improvement. Heijink et al [58], belonging the Mayo Clinic group, described eight cases of chronic Essex-Lopresti injury (delay of the treatemnt of mean 3.3 years), firstly treated with monobloc radial head prosthesis, with five failures within three years; the three failures with implant aseptic loosening, underwent a cemented bipolar implant, with long-term better results: the Authors themselves define as an imperfect treatment the only radial head prosthesis in these complex cases. Adams et al [59] in 2010 purposed an IOM central band reconstruction with a bone-patellar tendon-bone system in chronic Essex-Lopresti injuries. Chloros et al [60] in 2008 purposed a complete triarticular forearm treatment technique, consisting of radial head reconstruction, leveling of the distal radio-ulnar joint, plasty of the central band of the interosseous membrane, using a pronator teres rerouting technique, and finally repair of the triangular fibrocartilage complex: these Authors defined this technique as useful, but challenging and requiring excellent surgical technique. Soubeyrand in 2006 firstly described his innovative IOM central band reconstruction technique [61]: this article is a biomechanical study on frozen cadaver, but we have included it, beeing the basis for our surgical technique. Finally, Ruch et al [62] in 1999 described a technique for the triarticular forearm reconstruction of Essex-Lopresti injury after radial head excision: they purposed a technique for the plasty of the central band in conjunction with the surgical repair of the DRUJ and with the radial head prosthesis, addressing all the three anatomical structures that provide longitudinal stability of the forearm.

4.4 Discussion

The relevance of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm treatment has emerged in the Literature just in the last four years, with more and more articles treating this complex subject; till now, few scientific evidences grew up: all the Authors agree to consider acute treatment as absolutely necessary to avoid all the problems deriving from the chronic pictures, pointing out the need for an early correct diagnosis of these diseases. Several surgical techniques are now described for the treatment of theses triarticular lesions, but it’s impossible to find a consensus on the most valid one, because of the exiguity of the treated patients
numbers; different devices have been described as useful in the IOM reconstruction, but a true superiority can’t be found.

We have compared our experience with the ones of the Literature main Authors, drawing overlapping conclusions: the key stone to achieve a viable functional recovery of the forearm is the early detection of the injury, which is based much more on the clinical assessment than on the imaging, so every clinician must suspect an Essex Lopresti syndrome in front of an high energy trauma with PRUJ lesion and pain at the forearm and at the DRUJ. The treatment of the chronic Essex Lopresti lesions is a salvage procedure, requiring a surgical technique not easy to perform in charge of PRUJ, IOM and DRUJ. During our experience we have found a valid surgical protocol of treatment, that at the moment we have applied more in the chronic cases (eight) than in the acute ones (two): first, we prepare the radius for the radial head prosthesis, leaving in situ the trial implant, second, we proceed with an ulnar shortening osteotomy, third, we insert the definitive radial head prosthesis, trying to equalize the forearm longitudinally, fourth, we perform a plasty of the DRUJ; in a single case of chronic Essex Lopresti injury with a painful radial head prosthesis, we removed this implant and we decided to avoid a new prosthesis, because of the capitellar cartilage suffering. In the acute cases, the radial head can be repaired, if possible, or replaced, in case of complex fractures; LUCJ and MCL must be tested clinically and radiologically under anesthesia and eventually surgically explored, because every lesion of the elbow stabilizers should be, in our hands, repaired; we perform IOM plasty as exposed in the previous chapters and finally, in case of DRUJ instability, we perform a pinning in full supination for 3/4 weeks. This treatment protocol gave us good results in the chronic cases and excellent results in the two acute cases; our results and the confirmations we have obtained from the Literature in the last years drive us to proceed in the application of our studies to the patients.

The Biases of this study are clear: the low number of the patients that we had treated, the lack of division between the acute and the chronic cases, the differences in the used devices during our experience and the absence of specific and validated clinical tests for the results definition of the clinic forearm treatments.

4.5 Conclusions

The fracture-dislocations of the Forearm must be classified as “Unstable Fractures of the Forearm”, because they damage the functional Units of the Forearm: Monteggia, Galeazzi, Criss-Cross Injury and Essex-Lopresti lesions must be included in this group, because the intra-extrarticular fractures of one or both the forearm bones are associated with instability of almost two of the three constraints. Correct clinical evaluation and early surgery are critical for the success of the treatment of this lesions; late treatments are often related to poor outcomes.

The Essex Lopresti lesion represents the worse pattern of the Unstable Fractures of the Forearm, because of the three constraints disruption, so it can be defined as the most challenging forearm lesion for the surgeon: radial head reconstruction/substitution and DRUJ stabilization are well known and spread procedures. The IOM plasty is a well planned technique and many Authors agree on its use both in acute and chronic conditions, but the results, in the Literature, are still exiguous and not homogeneous. Furthermore the progression of partial IOM tears is still unknown, like the existence of forearm microinability that creates condral erosion of the capitellum and stem loosening in the radial head prostheses.
Our encouraging data induce us to continue on the undertaken road, with the aim of validating the current surgical technique and, if possible, of improving it increasingly, so to provide those patients, who still could not find an hope of care in these severe injuries, an opportunity for functional recovery of the forearm, defeating the pain and the dysfunctions that the complex forearm injuries have always represented.
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Image 1: clinical case of a chronic Essex Lopresti syndrome
Male, 42 y.o., right-handed, car accident, right forearm involved

X-rays 6 weeks after the trauma

X-rays 6 months after the surgery

Clinical result 6 months after the surgery, MEPS 85/100
Image 2: clinical case of an acute Essex Lopresti syndrome
Male, 43 y.o., left-handed, bike accident, left forearm involved

X-rays in E.R. 90 minutes after the trauma: PRUJ, IOM and DRUJ lesions are evident

X-rays after the surgery

Clinical result 6 months after the surgery, MEPS 95/100
Image 3: Painful radial head removal and IOM reconstruction in a chronic case of Essex Lopresti syndrome

On the surgical field, the radial head prosthesis had lost its press-fit with the radial bone and had created a severe chondral damage on the chondral surface of the capitellum, so it was removed and not replaced.
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PROJECT TITLE:

Elbow Instability: a project to improve clinical comprehension, to validate a new classification and to evaluate the results of the early and delayed surgery

RELAZIONE TRIENNALE

During this first year a big effort was produced to find a consensus over a biomechanical and clinical comprehensive classification of simple and complex elbow instability, that in the Literature had never been defined in a complete way, with the collaboration of the main Italian experts of the elbow diseases: a new classification was defined, finding a validation from one of the main worldwide opinion leader for elbow diseases, Prof. Shawn O’Driscoll (Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN).

Unfortunately, during the second year, some difficulties arouse in the clinical validation of the biomechanical and clinical comprehensive classification of simple and complex elbow instability, previously defined, and a practical obstacle emerged: the different Italian Authors, that had defined the Elbow Instability Classification, did not find an agreement on the retrospective and prospective study to perform, with insuperable difficulties in the aggregation of the several casuistries in a single case series.

At this point, I decided to exploit the opportunities I found in my new job place (I passed from the Shoulder and Elbow Unit of Rizzoli Institute to the Orthopedic Unit of Faenza Hospital, directed by Dr. Maurizio Fontana), where an unique and innovative experience were in course: the validation of a new surgical technique, the Interosseo Membrane Reconstruction, for the complex fracture-instability of the forearm, technique based on the forerunner experience of Prof. Marc Soubeyrand from Paris, taking also into consideration the strict correlation between elbow and forearm instability.

In the last year, I have deepen the complex Fracture-Instability of the forearm and its treatment (Interosseo Membrane Reconstruction) by the biomechanical and the surgical point of view. Our case series (10 patients) is increasing and the clinical results are really encouraging from the points of view of pain relief and elbow, forearm and wrist function.

I found an important check of the interest for this subject during the Congress, held in Milan at Istituto Pini on the last month of May, on the Ligamentous Forearm Lesion: the two oral presentations I performed, dealing with diagnosis and treatment of the complex fracture-instability of the forearm, found a great interest both in orthopedic and hand surgeon, and the surgical technique, that we are using for the treatment of these complex diseases, has been widely debated and approved. These positive answers confirmed the theoretical and practical basis of this surgery.

I performed a retrospective study of the small but important case series of unstable fractures of the forearm, surgically treated at the Faenza Hospital (10 cases) following the technique described by Marc Soubeyrand, that firstly described the Interosseo Membrane reconstruction in these complex cases. This retrospective study takes into the right consideration also the biomechanical aspect of this disease.

The results of this surgical technique are encouraging, and, once arrived at a minimum follow up of 24 months for all the first ten patient, we will try to publish them in an Impacted Journal, based on the absolute rarity of our case series for the Literature and the good clinical results, considering also the
biomechanical evidences on the corrective surgery for the unstable fractures of the forearm, that, at the moment, have been rarely and just partially described.
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